STRONG Sidewalk Scavenger Hunt
Strengthen your mind, body and spirit with play! Fold the Answer side
to give yourself a challenge!
Riddle:

Checkmark or Tally (if
you see it multiple
times!)

Riddle Answer

You can eat me, decorate me
and use me to collect your
tricks or treats!

A Pumpkin

I open in the sun, and close
when the day is done.

Flower(s)

From my tree I make sweet
sap, but when I fall I will be
taking a nap.

Maple Leaf

I blow in the wind and come
down in the fall, I am from one
of the strongest woods of all!

Oak Leaf

A spooky piece to use outside
or in your home: I could be a
hat, a ghost, a pumpkin or a
bone!

Halloween Decoration

With my four legs I can walk
very far my home is where my
people are!

A Household Pet

With my bushy tail, I can climb
up trees without fail.

A Squirrel

Painted one of the Primary
Colors of three, to enter or
leave you must go through me.

A Door Painted Blue,
Yellow, or Red

Delivery Services look for me,
make sure I’m placed where I’m
easy to see.

A House/Apartment
#

Many are found outside but
fuzzy squirrels will take them
to hide.

An Acorn

When people see me they go
“yuck!” but without me for your
trash you’d be out of luck

A Garbage Can

On me, you can speed like a
bird in the sky on my two
wheels you can really fly!

Bicycle

Search for me low not high: I
smash scissors, and paper
covers me!

A Rock

I make music for you when
you’re out in the yard. I make
the most music when the wind
blows hard!

Wind Chimes
(hearing or seeing)

I’m a friend to parents who like
things neat, they really like it
when you wipe your feet.

A Door/Welcome
Mat

